Course: Reading Comprehension (4)
Instructor: Dr. Ali Malmir
Class Hours: .........................
Contact: a.malmir@yahoo.com & a.malmir1@gmail.com
Class Number: .........................
Semester: ..............................

Required Course Books:

Reading Text:

Vocabulary Component:

Attendance policy:
Students may miss no more than 3 sessions of classroom instruction and remain eligible for a certificate for successful course completion. Absence, though less than 3 sessions, may affect student grades for classroom participation.
Course Assessment:

1. Class Participation*: active attendance in classes during the whole course, doing chapter activities and weekly assignments (15 points). *The students are required to study the assigned units before coming to the class.*
2. Term Project (5 points)
3. Final exam (20 points)

* The content of the syllabus is not a comprehensive one and it is open to modifications based on the probable classroom needs.

Good Luck

Ali Malmir